
MouseAdventure
Each of our MouseAdventure events is 
designed around a theme and is made up of a 
series of puzzles we call quests. The following 
document is an example of our recent spring 
2019 event at Disneyland, MouseAdventure 
Goofy Sports.

We have provided a copy of the materials 
that teams received on game day, as well as 

a walkthrough of one of the quests: Fishing. 
This walkthrough provides background on 
development, as well as how one type of our 
quests is solved.

For a full review of this event, as well as recaps 
of all our events, please take a look at our 
MouseAdventure History web pages.

https://mouseadventure.com/history 


S P O R T S

One common feature of parks that we use are words 
with double letters in them. For Goofy Sports, the 
Third Gate Games team started by capturing images 
of signage around Adventureland that showed 
words containing double letters. In production, we 
use software to digitally remove the applicable word 
from the image, then crop the photo to make it more 
challenging to find amongst the surrounding theming. 

Since this quest centered around fishing for Goofy 
Sports, the layout of the quest page used colored fish 
to represent different letters of the alphabet. The final 
question was encoded using the colored fish. On the 
reverse side of the page from the fish code, the altered 

images were presented at one end of a fishing line, with 
the associated colored fish at the “hook.” Numbers along 
the line instruct how to move forward or backward in 
the alphabet from the double letter in the missing word 
to the final letter for the fish.

During the game, teams located the missing words from 
the images, then transformed them to give the letter for 
each color of fish. Then, using those letters and colors, 
they decoded the question: Tell us what three items are 
in stock. The answer to this question is found on the 
exterior wall of the Jungle Cruise, in letters about 18” 
high: Provisions, Fuel, Ammunition.

Fishing Quest Walkthrough
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S P O R T S

4O points

Goofy’s angling skills are not great, but he’s determined 
to try his hand in the waters of Adventureland. 
Unfortunately, his casting is way off, and he seems 
to have mainly snagged words from various signs 
around the area. Strangely enough, all these words 
contain double letters. Too bad he didn’t catch some 
barramundi or pollock.

Locate the missing words from each of the images on 
the back and write down the double letter it contains. 
Follow the fishing line to identify the letter associated 

with the fish at the other end, moving forward (+) and 
backward (-) in the alphabet the indicated number of 
letters. 

You may wrap around the end of the alphabet in either 
direction, e.g. if you were at X and wanted to move +3, 
you would end up on A. Write down the letter you finish 
on at the end. Use those letters to decipher the encoded 
message below. 

Write your final answer on your answer sheet.

Fishing
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S P O R T S

2O points

When it’s time for a game of cricket, Goofy decides 
to call on his friend Jiminy to help out. Unfortunately, 
neither of them seems to know about the game that 
involves bats, wickets, and bowlers. 

In cricket, a rabbit is a poor batter. In Jiminy’s game, it 
might be one of the animals he’s hidden and wants you 
to guess. 

Goofy has taken photos around Fantasyland, and Jiminy 
has hopped in front of an animal in each one. Locate 
these creatures and write the kind of animal they are 
into the provided spaces. Please note that not all the 
boxes will be filled. When completed, the highlighted 
boxes will spell the final question. 

Write the answer on your answer sheet.

Cricket

A B C

D E F
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S P O R T S

3O points

Goofy golf means something entirely different than 
the traditional game of 18 holes on a verdantly green, 
pristinely manicured course. It often involves crazy 
obstacles like windmills, castles, and snapping alligators. 

One thing is for sure though: always keep your eye on 
the tee. Goofy has found a lot of tees in Critter Country, 
but he can’t quite remember what words they are from.

To solve this quest, locate the Ts below and then write 
down the letter to the right or left the indicated number 
of spaces. Once complete, the letters will spell out a 
location. Please tell us who runs this establishment. 
Write your answer on your answer sheet.

Golf

�3 2� �1 �2 1� 1�

�3 4� �4 �1 1�

5� 4� �2 �2 1� 6�
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3O points

Goofy loves running around in circles; it makes him 
a little dizzy though. He’s been busy keeping track of 
things in Tomorrowland but all those laps have made 
him a little fuzzy-headed and he’s forgotten some of the 
words.

Fill in the blank of each phrase below. Enter those words 
in counter-clockwise order around the track. You can 
start anywhere on the track, just make sure to note your 
starting position. Use letters only, no punctuation. When 

you’ve filled in all the words, decode the numbers by 
starting at your noted start position on the track.

Count counter-clockwise the number of squares 
indicated by the numbers on the infield and write 
the letter down. Continue around the track. Do not 
eliminate any letters; some letters may be used more 
than once.

Write the final answer on your answer sheet.

Track

A _______________ Zone: 200,000,000 BC

B Add Your Name in English or _______________

C To Ride _______________

D …adventurers traveling _______________ the frontier and uncharted space.

E GET YOUR _______________ PHOTO HERE

F …with predictions of _______________ things to come.

G TO DOWNTOWN DISNEY AND _______________

H PLEASE SEE MISSION COMMANDER FOR _______________

I RACE THROUGH THE UNIVERSE, _______________ THROUGH THE STARS

J …adventure experienced inside enclosed, _______________ vessel.

K MIXED RECYLCLING PLASTIC PAPER CANS _______________
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S P O R T S

5O points

Shooting at the Olympics requires a keen eye and 
steady hand. Goofy has neither of these. Hopefully you 
can find someone with better luck than him at work 
at the Frontierland Shootin’ Exposition. These targets 
behave very differently than a bullseye or a sporting 
clay.

Match each target below with its reaction when hit from 
the A-Z listing. Once you have all the matches made, 

it’s time to connect the dots on the back of this page. 
Starting at the top of the leftmost column of targets, 
draw a line from the letter of its reaction to the next one 
down the column. Continue down the column, then 
move to the second and the third in the same way.

This ricochet line intersects letters, that when read in the 
order you crossed them above, will spell out your final 
question. Write the answer on your answer sheet.

Skeet Shooting

Bank
Stable

Red Eye Dan
Shorty’s Hotel

Thumbelina’s Cantina
A. Carpenter
Mine Shaft

Shovel
Nancy’s Dan

Fence
Jail

Canteen
Assay Office

Boot Hill

Coffin
Loved To Dance 

Sky
Animal Skeleton

Cactus With Yellow Flower 
Conestoga Wagon

A. Bees raise and buzz

B. Bell rings, angel gets 
wings

C. Bottle falls back and 
skeleton hand goes up

D. Bottle spins

E. Branch shakes

F. Brawl

G. Catches fire

H. “CLOSED” lights up

I. Dancing

J. Door opens, guy comes 
out with hands up

K. Doors open, bucking 
bronco

L. Explosions and mine 
cart comes out on track

M. Falls over

N. Flowers grow

O. “FOR SALE” lights up

P. “GOOD SHOT” lights up

Q. Headstone rises

R. Lid raises

S. Lightning flashes

T. Lights Up

U. Robbery, Hold-Up

V. Saw goes up and down

W. Skeleton rides a horse

X. Skeleton wearing hat 
rises

Y. Star Wars cantina song 
plays

Z. Wiggles side to side
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S P O R T S

15-60 points

Swim, bike, run? We all know there’s no running in 
MouseAdventure, but those words do make a nice 
set. Goofy’s triathlon is all puzzles, all the time. Time to 
collect, fill, decode!

Based on the provided clue, locate a set of three items in 
Toontown. Collecting the sets of items is leg one of this 
triathlon. Leg two is filling in the puzzles. Unfortunately, 
Goofy got the puzzles mixed up. Each puzzle will use 
one word from each original set. It is up to you to figure 
out which word goes where.

After the puzzles are filled in, it’s time for the final leg of 
this triathlon: decoding! The words with the highlighted 
column down the middle gives you the final answer in 

the green highlighted letters. For the crossword, write 
down the blue highlighted letters in numerical order to 
reach your final answer. In the orange word search, you 
need to locate the second unused letter in each column. 
This will give you the final answer here.

Oh wait, did we say triathlon? Goofy’s on trend so this 
is Triathlon+. Don’t stop racing yet!  Follow the final 
instructions above the grids on the back of the second 
page to decode your final question. 

basic teams:  for partial credit, be sure to write the answers 
from each of the three puzzles (green, blue 
and orange) on your answer sheet.

Triathlon

 Mickey’s recycling bins ____________________ ____________________ ____________________

 Rotating bottle caps ____________________ ____________________ ____________________

 Goofy’s Freeze fruits ____________________ ____________________ ____________________

 Planted crop signs ____________________ ____________________ ____________________

 Playground for toons of every … ____________________ ____________________ ____________________

 Jars of butter ____________________ ____________________ ____________________

 Reasons !!! ____________________ ____________________ ____________________

 Red Heart Dog Food flavors ____________________ ____________________ ____________________

 Bottom row of PO Box owners ____________________ ____________________ ____________________

 How forbidden is it ____________________ ____________________ ____________________

 Pete’s Contest ____________________ ____________________ ____________________

 Names of blue Goofy Waters ____________________ ____________________ ____________________

 Mickey’s crops ____________________ ____________________ ____________________
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X U P V H Y B K Y Q U M X

P W M K Y V M T W U F Y Y

S W V E U ? I P ? A B Q U

Enter the three answers you found from the three mini 
quests into the top row of the grids below. Write the 
answer to the green puzzle into the green boxes  
(left to right top to bottom), enter the answer to the blue 
puzzle into the blue boxes (left to right top to bottom), 
and enter the answer to the orange puzzle into the 
orange boxes (left to right top to bottom). You will use the 
provided decoder disc to decode your final question. 

Point the arrow to the letter in the first row, then starting 
at the letter in the second row, trace the path along the 

disc to locate the decoded letter. Write that letter in the 
third row to reveal the final question. 

Write the answer on your answer sheet.

Example:

Turn the dial to this letter u 

Decode this letter u

M I C K E Y
J I V U Y P

D O N A L D



There’s a flag on the field! Goofy forgot to watch the 
clock and now you’ll have to wait to pick up two 
additional quests at MouseAdventure Central starting at 
11 a.m.

Don’t wait too long to pick them up or you’ll run into 
delays.

Delay of Game

3O points

S P O R T S



S P O R T S

1O points

Curling
Goofy really enjoys curling, especially since it involves 
a lot of weird fashion and yelling. You don’t need to 
put on any argyle pants for this, but sporty poses are 
encouraged.

Find a Disney Photopass photographer anywhere in 
the park and have your team pose for a photo. Make 
sure your team number is visible on your lanyards in the 
photo. Make sure you collect a Photopass card from the 
Disney cast member after they scan it.

Turn in the Photopass card at MouseAdventure Central 
by 3:30 PM to receive credit for this quest. Make sure 
you write your team number on the card in Sharpie (if 
you don’t have one, you can borrow one of ours at Central). 
Also make sure the MouseAdventure crew member 
stamps your answer sheet after turning in your card.



S P O R T S

Fencing
En garde! Goofy has really gotten into fencing at 
Disneyland and has taken a lot of pictures of his 
favorites. Alas, he has missed the mark and is foiled 
again.

Locate each fence pictured on the back. Based on the 
information given with each image, write the Guidemap 
location number/letter for that attraction, store, eatery, 
etc. into the corresponding space on your answer sheet.

+5 points each
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A Location behind B Location in front C Location behind

D Location to the right E Location to the right F Location behind

G Location behind H Location to the right I Location behind



S P O R T S

+1 point each

Trivia

1 When Gaston was a lad he ate _____ dozen eggs.
A Two
B Three
C Four

D Five
E Six

2 The 1987 made-for-television special that featured 
Goofy helping Huey, Dewey, and Louie trying to 
win back Scrooge’s trophy from the Beagle Boys 
was called Disney’s Sport Goofy in __________.

A Tennismania
B Soccermania
C Footballmania

D Golfmania
E Baseballmania

3 The burly Brom Bones tries to scare the meek 
Ichabod in Disney’s version of this American classic

A Scarecrow of 
Romney Marsh

B Child of Glass
C Something Wicked 

This Way Comes

D Legend of Sleepy 
Hollow

E Hocus Pocus

4 A statue of Goofy holding a surfboard is found in 
the lobby of which Disney resort hotel? 

A Disney’s Paradise 
Pier Hotel

B The Disneyland 
Hotel

C Disney’s Art of 
Animation Resort

D Disney’s Beach 
Club Resort

E Disney’s Grand 
Floridian Resort 
and Spa

5 Air Bud plays a lot of sports, except this one:
A Volleyball
B Soccer
C Football

D Basketball
E Baseball

6 Where did the first ESPN Zone open in 1998?
A Walt Disney World
B New York
C Los Angeles

D Baltimore
E Disneyland Resort

7 Finish the cheer: Jafar, Jafar, he’s our man. If he 
can’t do it __________.

A No one can!
B Who cares?
C Aladdin can!

D Great!
E Genie can!

Use the trivia answer sheet provided and mark your answers by filling in 
the appropriate boxes. Be sure to turn in this answer sheet with your quest 

answer sheet at the end of the game. 

do not fold, crease, spindle, or mutilate your team answer sheet.
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8 The first Disney princess seen riding a bike on screen 
is:

A Cinderella
B Belle
C Tiana

D Mulan
E Anna

9 In the animated Alice in Wonderland, what is the name 
of the “race” Alice joins to dry off from the pool of 
tears?

A Caucus Race
B Wonderland Race
C Dodo Race

D Election Race
E Drying Race

10 In the Touchstone movie Father of the the Bride, Annie 
and her dad George frequently bond over games of:

A Golf
B Chess
C Football

D Checkers
E Basketball

11 What is the name of the spa found onboard all four 
ships of the Disney Cruise Line?

A Buena Vista Spa
B Mandara Spa
C Senses Spa

D Magic Spa
E Wonder Spa

12 In this Disney animated film, a character falls asleep 
while playing a baseball game, misses catching the 
ball and vows to take revenge on the guy who kept 
him up all night:

A Emperor’s New 
Groove

B Bolt

C Chicken Little
D Meet the Robinsons
E Home on the Range

13 Which of these is NOT the name of one of the 
buildings at Disney’s All-Star Sports Resort

A Home Run Hotel
B Hoops Hotel
C Touchdown

D Center Court
E Splash Down

14 In Robin Hood (1973), what animal does Robin 
disguise himself as to compete in the archery 
contest?

A A dog
B A bird
C A cat

D A bear
E A lion

15 In High School Musical, what is the East High mascot?
A Panther
B Cheetah
C Lion

D Wildcat
E Cougar

16 Fill in the right city of this Disney Channel 
film: “The Garbage Picking, Field-Goal Kicking 
_________________ Phenomenon”

A Phoenix
B Philadelphia
C Pittsburgh

D Pasadena
E Portland

17 In what year did Disney buy the Angels baseball 
team?

A 1992
B 1994
C 1996

D 1998
E 2000 

18 In 1992, Goofy got his own animated TV show with 
his son Max called

A Goofy and the 
Gang

B Goof Troop

C Gawsh Darn It 
Goofy

D Go Goofy
E Goofy’s Group

19 In Bambi, what character tries to help Bambi ice 
skate?

A Thumper
B Faline
C His mother

D Flower
E His father

20 In Mulan, when Li Shang tells the recruits to climb to 
the top of the flagpole to retrieve the arrow, he hands 
them two discs to carry called:

A Balance and 
Strength

B Discipline and 
Strength

C Discipline and 
Patience

D Balance and 
Patience

E Speed and Mystery

21 Disney released the animated short Barnyard 
Olympics to coincide with the L.A. Olympics in:

A 1932
B 1960
C 1980

D 1984
E 2002

22 In Honey, I Shrunk the Kids, the children pantomime 
what sport in order to tell Professor Szalinski what 
happened to his machine?

A Basketball
B Golf
C Football

D Soccer
E Baseball



23 Fill in the blank on this 1969 live action film: The 
Computer Wore _______ Shoes

A Gym
B Tennis
C Bowling

D Golf
E Basketball

24 When he was first identified, what was Goofy’s name?
A Dippy the Goof
B Dippy Dawg
C Goofy Dog

D Mr. Goof
E Mr. Geef

25 In Disney’s Bedknobs and Broomsticks, Professor 
Brown volunteers to referee a game of:

A Cricket
B Baseball
C Soccer

D Basketball
E Volleyball

26 In Goofy’s first short, Goofy and Wilbur, Wilbur is a:
A Cat
B Fish
C Grasshopper

D Spider
E Bird

27 If you are at Walt Disney World and looking for the 
Toboggan Racer, where would you find it?

A Blizzard Beach
B Disney Springs
C Typhoon Lagoon

D Epcot
E Magic Kingdom

28 In honor of Goofy’s 75th birthday, Disney released this 
cartoon in 2007:

A How to Dance
B How to Sleep
C How to Hook Up a 

Home Theater

D How to Text
E How to Drive

29 True or False: Disney Channel’s original movie “Full-
Court Miracle” is about a basketball team that wins a 
championship game on Hanukkah. 

A True B False

30 Goofy’s Sky School in Disney California Adventure 
Park took the place of this attraction:

A The Maliboomer
B Golden Dreams
C SuperStar Limo

D Mulholland 
Madness

E How to Be a 
Millionaire – Play It!

31 This actor, who can also be heard as the March Hare 
in Alice in Wonderland, narrated the Make Mine Music 
segment “Casey at the Bat”:

A Ed Wynn
B Jerry Colona
C Ray Bolger

D Bing Crosby
E J Pat O Malley

32 Which of these was NOT one of the RunDisney 
weekend races:

A Wine & Dine Half 
Marathon

B Tinker Bell Half 
Marathon

C Princess Half-
Marathon

D Popp-ins and Outs 
Half-Marathon

E Expedition Everest 
Challenge

33 Side two of the Mickey Mouse Disco Album had a 
song for Goofy called:

A Disco Goof
B Goofy on the 

Dance Floor

C Watch Out for 
Goofy

D Dancing Goofy
E 123 Goof!

34 Fill in the blank from Pocahontas: Come run the 
___________ pine trails of the forest

A Mystic
B Hidden
C Sunny

D Moonlit
E Sparkling

35 Which of these sports did Goofy NOT teach us about 
in his animated shorts:

A Gymnastics
B Basketball
C Baseball

D Golf
E Wrestling

36 Disney’s Cool Runnings was about this Jamaican team:
A Ice Skating
B Skiing
C Curling

D Bobsled
E Speed Skating

37 For a time, you could see the Goofy shorts 
“Freewayphobia” and “Freeway Troubles” playing in 
the queue of this attraction:

A Superstar Limo
B Rocket Rods
C Autopia

D Junior Autopia
E Goofy’s Bounce 

House

38 When Disney purchased the Anaheim Ducks Hockey 
Team, the stadium they played at became known as 
the:

A Lake
B Ocean
C Pond

D Stream
E River

39 Who has been the voice of Goofy since 1986?
A Bill Farmer
B Clarence Nash
C Wayne Allwine

D Pinto Colving
E Jim MacDonald
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40 The Davy Crockett Explorer Canoes have been giving 
guests a workout on the Rivers of America since:

A 1955
B 1959
C 1965

D 1971
E 1983

41 In a 2013 Mickey Mouse Short, Mickey and Donald 
create this “land” that Goofy has dreamed about 
visiting since he was a child.

A Cheeseland
B Chocolateland
C Potatoland

D Pumpkinland
E Appleland

42 These characters are known for “bouncing here and 
there and everywhere.”

A Huey, Dewey, and 
Louie

B Morty and Ferdie

C Gummi Bears
D The Rock Trolls
E Chip and Dale

43 On Radiator Springs Racers, this character reminds 
you “Slow down! You’re not racing yet!”

A Lizzie
B The Sheriff
C Mater

D Sarge
E Doc

44 Which Disney film had a song with these lyrics: “I 
heard a fireside chat. I saw a baseball bat.”

A Song of the South
B Dumbo
C Bambi

D The Rescuers
E Lady and the Tramp

45 In which Disneyland land would you find a reference 
to a sauna?

A Main Street USA
B Tomorrowland
C Adventureland

D Fantasyland
E Critter Country

46 This team signed a 20-year agreement to have their 
spring training at ESPN’s Wide World of Sports:

A Florida Marlins
B Chicago Cubs
C Minnesota Twins

D Atlanta Braves
E Houston Astros

47 Disneyland mountain climbers can be seen climbing 
the outside of:

A Splash Mountain
B Matterhorn 

Bobsleds
C Big Rock Candy 

Mountain

D Big Thunder 
Mountain Railroad

E Space Mountain

48 This song from Hercules included the line: “And this 
perfect package packed a pair of pretty pecs.”

A I Won’t Say I’m in 
Love

B Go the Distance

C Zero to Hero
D A Star Is Born
E One Last Hope

49 In Toy Story Mania, Rex and Trixie’s Dino Darts 
replaced this game:

A Hamm & Eggs
B Bo Peep’s Baaa-

loon Pop
C Woody’s Rootin’ 

Tootin’ Shootin’ 
Gallery

D Green Army Men 
Shoot Camp

E Buzz Lightyear’s 
Flying Tossers

50 This Disney musical included a song that asks the 
question: “Are you Valentine Candy or Boxing Gloves?”

A Pete’s Dragon
B Summer Magic
C Mary Poppins

D The Happiest 
Millionaire

E Genuine One and 
Only Original Family 
Band
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2O points

Goofy’s got gloves, so he should be really good at 
boxing, right? 

That’s right, Goofy’s gotten it wrong again and thinks 
we need to package things (wearing gloves for safety of 
course).

We’ve gone ahead and taken some punches though. 
Decode them using the provided layout. Write the final 
answer on your answer sheet.

Boxing
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4O points

Giddy up, it’s time to round up the dogies. Not doggies, 
Goofy. We aren’t disparaging your pedigree. The steers 
we’re after are hiding in plain sight inside the Golden 
Horseshoe. To rope them, you’ll need to create your own 
lassos from the provided perforated paper.

Tear apart the 7 strips and turn each into a “lasso” (ring) 
using the provided stickers. The top square of each strip 
should overlap the dark grey square at the bottom so 
that the text is shown on the outside of the ring. 

To catch each bull, you’ll need to arrange lassos in a 
single row to match the pictures of horns. Start with 
the first pair of horns located to the right as you face 
the stage and continue clockwise around the room. 
Once you have the first seven, record the corresponding 
grey boxed letters below the pictures to start to form a 
question, then proceed to the next six set of horns. 

Write your answer on your answer sheet.

Rodeo
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5O points

Rowing
Stay in your lane, oar else.

Write your answer on your answer sheet.
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4O points

In order to help relieve stress, Walt Disney took up polo 
after unsuccessful attempts at other sports.  Walt’s team 
was the Mickey Mouse Team; there was also a Donald 
Duck Team that included other people working at the 
Disney Studios. Goofy wants a polo team too, so it’s 
time to get a horse and go searching for some uniforms. 
Unfortunately, the only material on Main Street seems 
to be Mickey or Minnie Mouse colors.

Follow the trolley track, starting while facing the train 
station, and make your way in a clockwise loop around 

Main Street, keeping track of the Mickey and Minnie 
Mouse bunting on the buildings as you pass them. If 
buntings are stacked vertically, start with the one on 
the top and work your way down before proceeding to 
the next one on the right. Use the letters in the columns 
under each corresponding pattern below to decipher 
the question. Once you use a letter, write it down and 
cross it out. Do not use any banners on the pole-os.

Write your answer to the final question on your answer 
sheet.

Polo

I T E D T A
N R S S I M
E C O C T H
Y E O R E I
H E E C O T
A N W S E E
A H O N Y F
T C S M H E
E M H I R E
R D R E I S
A S E A C L
D O R S Y B
O T E O P R
V M F M L F
S K T P T W



Goofy put together a bunch of trading cards for his 
baseball team and has given you each a set (sorry, he 
already took all the gum). Unfortunately, Goofy is about 
as bad at shuffling as he is at batting; each set is made 
up of a single character. In order to collect a full set of 
nine cards, you’ll need to trade with other teams playing 
MouseAdventure today. The provided card sleeve will 
help you organize them as you go.

You may also trade one time with a member of the Third 
Gate Games staff (Chris, David, Joe or Stephanie) only if:

 1) we are not at MouseAdventure Central, and 

 2) we are wearing a sports cap.

No trades may take place at or near MouseAdventure 
Central.

Please be good sports, and play nicely with one another! 
Once you have a full set of cards, the question will be 
revealed on the reverse side of the cards.

Baseball gets you rooting for the home team. Look for 
the answer to this quest in the area that pays homage to 
Walt’s hometown, Main Street USA.

Baseball
S P O R T S

40 points
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MouseAdventure Game Play
This MouseAdventure event consists of one MouseAdventure 
quest packet. You will receive your packet by presenting your  
adventure card to a designated MouseAdventure Crew person 
at your starting location. You can work on the quests in any 
order you choose.  Time management is a major component of 
this event.

Here are the items you will use to complete today’s game: 

• MouseAdventure Adventure Card. The adventure card 
contained in this envelope indicates the location where you 
will begin today’s hunt.  You will need to exchange this card 
for your quest packet.

• One Quest Answer Sheet. This colored sheet is in this packet.
Write all your answers on the answer sheet. Verify that your 
team number is on your answer sheet. 

• Trivia answer sheet. This bubble-fill sheet is included in this 
packet as well. Verify that it has your team number and turn 
in this answer sheet as instructed.  Do not modify the team 
number bubbles.

•  One Quest Packet. You will collect the quest packet at your 
starting location. 

note: It is extremely important that you make no marks on your 
answer sheet(s) outside of the designated answer boxes.  If you 
don’t record your answer where indicated, or put marks where you 
shouldn’t, there is no guarantee it will be seen and could cause 
incorrect scoring.

Event Start
Everyone will remain in the restaurant for instructions and a 
brief question and answer period before being released to head 
to your starting locations. 

All teams will start at the same time at the location designated 
by their adventure card;  see the map on the back for details.  
You will have plenty of time to get to your starting location, and 
no quests will be handed out before the designated start time.

Today’s start time is _______________

Once You Have Your Quest Packet
Time management matters. This event has more quests than 
most teams can solve within the time allotted, so strategize to 
maximize your final score. If you turn in your final answer sheet 
before 4:00pm, make sure that the crew member who collects 
your sheet writes your finish time on your answer sheet.  In the 
event of a tie, turn in time will be used as the tiebreaker. THIS IS 
YOUR RESPONSIBILITY.

 

Hints and Clarifications
If you are stuck on a quest and need a clarification or a hint, you 
can return to MouseAdventure Central.  

• If you’re stuck for any reason, ask for help. Clarifications are 
free. If needed, the MouseAdventure crew will clarify any 
wording that may be giving you trouble. 

• If you are playing in the Basic Division, and you need more 
help than a simple clarification, you can ask for a hint.  You get 
three free hints to start, but each additional hint will cost you a 
10 point penalty.

• A hint is NOT an answer. We will help get you going on the 
right track, but will not provide you with any answers. 

• Crew members cannot help with trivia or eye-spys.

 

Event Deadlines
Once the game has started there are a few important deadlines 
for you to keep in mind.  Please be sure to read all quests 
carefully as three quests have different end times.

11:00am  – Trade in Delay of Game for additional quests.

 3:30pm  – Hints for Basic teams end, Curling turn-in deadline.

 4:00pm  –  The game ends. All teams must be in line to turn in 
their answer sheets at MouseAdventure Central by 
this time.
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Scoring
• The teams with the highest score, adjusted for bonuses and 

penalties, win.
• Trivia (50 questions) is worth one point per correct question 

with no penalty for wrong answers.

Additional Information
• There is only one MouseAdventure Central for this game. 

This is where you will go for hints and clarifications.

• We ask that your team leave the restaurant through the 
main exit. Loitering in the restaurant may result in a team 
penalty!

• If items (answer sheets, trivia answer sheet, adventure card) 
are missing from your sign in packet, please stop by the sign in 
tables before you leave the restaurant. These items cannot be 
replaced once inside Disneyland Park.

• If something is missing from your quest packet, visit 
MouseAdventure Central location for assistance. 

• Disney parks are dynamic places—who knows what may 
change and affect this game. Your game packet may include  
an errata page if we found errors or changes that affect game 

play after the materials were printed. Consider checking 
with MouseAdventure Central to see if there are any new 
announcements or changes.

• Each team member must wear the provided team numbers 
at all times during the game. Any team substitutions must be 
made prior to the start of the event.

• If a team member must drop out during the game, return 
to MouseAdventure Central for instructions. Don’t just leave 
them sitting on a bench somewhere—your team will receive 
penalty points.

• Registered participants consent to the use of their likeness in 
photos for articles about, and promotion of, the event.

MouseAdventure Starting Locations

★

★

★

★

★

 Baseball Outside Ralph Brennan’s Jazz Kitchen
 Football Between Splitsville and Tortilla Jo’s
 Skiing Between Splitsville and Black Tap
 Swimming Outside Marceline’s Confectionery
 Fishing Between Wetzel’s Pretzels and Salt & Straw

———
 MouseAdventure Central Jolly Holiday Bakery
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MouseAdventure Rules
These rules apply to all teams participating in MouseAdventure 
regardless of division. Violation of these rules may result in point 
penalties or disqualification. Unidentified crew members are 
monitoring for violations, and although their decisions may 
be subjective, there is no appeal. If you need to do something 
that may look like you are violating one of the event rules (such 
as making a phone call or checking your smartphone), return to 
MouseAdventure Central to check in with the MouseAdventure 
crew members there before you do it to avoid penalties.

The following are NOT permitted:

• Splitting up Unless otherwise directed, teams must stay 
together at all times. Your team is only as fast as your slowest 
member. All teammates should be within a few feet of each 
other. You may not send one member of your team to research 
something in another land, or leave one member to “rest” 
while the others complete a quest.

Exceptions:

• Restroom breaks or Baby Care Center visits (the rest of 
the team must remain nearby).

• If a quest calls for you to ride or enter an attraction 
and one or more players are unwilling or unable to 
ride that attraction, your team should leave those 
player(s) at the exit of the attraction before entering 
the queue. You may not leave any game materials with 
non-riding players while you wait in line, and non-
riding players must remain at the attraction exit until 
the rest of the team returns.

• Running Just don’t do it.

• Rushing through crowds Do not move faster than local 
conditions allow; forcing your way through crowded areas will 
result in penalties.

• Line-cutting, pushing, shoving, or other rudeness Play it 
safe since this is essentially a subjective call, and violations 
result in serious point deductions. While you may be in a 
competition, please remember to be respectful of other 
guests who are here to enjoy a day at the Disneyland Resort.

• Cutting through rides or theaters Once you enter an 
attraction queue or theater, you must continue as normal 
through to the exit or sit through the entire show. This rule 
WILL be enforced for this event - you’ve been warned.

• Use of external lighting Players may not use external lighting 
of any kind inside of theaters or attractions. 

• Entering through an exit Players may not enter any 
attraction through the exit unless using a designated 
accessible entrance. 

• Entering a store / Entering a restaurant that accepts 
reservations Players may not enter any store or any restaurant 
that accepts reservations.

• Any kind of overt cheating Examples would be looking at 
another team’s materials, or asking people not on your team 
for assistance.

• Collaborating with other teams, friends or family Teams 
may not work with other teams during the event unless 
specifically instructed to. Unregistered friends, companions 
and children over 5 years old may not accompany your team 
during the game.

• Asking for or accepting assistance from Disney Cast 
Members Teams found getting CM assistance receive zero 
credit for that quest, even if the Cast Members initiate the 
assistance. Be polite in telling them you need to do it yourself.

• Using reference materials other than the park Guidemap 
and brochure Unless a quest indicates otherwise, the use 
of any other reference materials is strictly prohibited (this 
includes any materials you may bring, as well as books 
available in various stores).

• Use of electronic equipment (including smart phones, digital 
cameras, audio recorders, laptops, flashlights, etc.) Teams may 
not use any electronic equipment to aid in event completion 
unless otherwise directed. We understand that “real life” may 
intrude on MouseAdventure, but our crew can’t tell what 
you’re doing from a distance. Penalties cannot be appealed. 
If you need to use a prohibited device during the event, we 
strongly recommend that you return to MouseAdventure 
Central to do so to prevent any misunderstandings.

No matter your size, we’ve got 
shoes to fit everyone. Even the 

Abominabowl Snowman!

Thanks
We would like to thank Splitsville for allowing us to begin our 
event with them.

1530 S. Disneyland Dr. • Anaheim, CA 92802
657.276.2440
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Photo Contest
Capture the fun of MouseAdventure on camera for a chance to 
win a $25 Disney gift card and be featured in our event recap. Of 
course, cameras aren’t allowed during the event, but once your 
team has turned in your answer sheet, let your imagination run 
wild: Show us how your team celebrates, recreate a key game 
moment, or just pose with your favorite Disney icon.

 

To enter the contest you must:

• Follow @MouseAdventure on your selected platform.

• Share your photo on twitter or Instagram from a public 
account.

• Hashtag your post with #MAGoofySports and tag  
@MouseAdventure.

• Include your team number and/or team name so we know 
who you are. 

All entries must be submitted by 12:00 PM (noon) on Monday, 
May 20. Multiple entries per account and team are allowed. 
We will randomly select two winners from eligible entries 
submitted to each platform (Twitter and Instagram) for a total of 
four separate winners. Winners will be notified by Wednesday, 
May 22.
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